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At your beck and (telephone) call ... 
New, Updated Information 
A NEW system that speeds specific, 
up-to-date requested information 
to the person who needs it goes 
into operation shortly on a pilot 
basis in five South Dakota commun-
ities. The system will use the latest 
electronic techniques to enha0:ce 
the distribution of current or rapid-
ly-changing information obtained 
through an expanding number of 
sources, even including the recently 
launched ERTS-1 satellite or other 
types of remotely sensed data. 
. A telephone call puts the info~ma. 
tion-seeker in contact with a com-
puter system on the South Dakota 
State University campus. Sitting in 
front of a special terminal which 
includes _ a ·. TV-style screen or a 
printer and a typewriter keyboard, 
the information-seeker types out 
one or several words which key or 
identify the data sought. The com-
puter, in seconds, searches its mem-
ory to find the stored data on that 
particular subject. Then from com-
puter back to the remote tenninal 
the information is printed out on the 
screen or on paper for the user to 
read. 
The terminal could be placed al-
most anywhere from Aberdeen to 
Zell, most likely in a county Exten-
sion agent's office, perhaps in a busi-
ness office; a governmental agency, 
a newspaper office or radio-TV 
station, even in a farm home. 
How It Operates 
Let's look at an example of how 
the information· dissemination sys-
tem might work: 
It is early spring in Turner County 
and you've heard reports that green.-
bugs are blowing in unexpectedly 
from the south and may damage 
so:rghum seedlings. You want to 
know where this is happening, 
when it might be a threat, and what 
you can do about it to prevent un-
due loss to your sorghum crop. 
Actually, at the terminal loca-
tion, you are only a telephone num-
ber away from your information. 
First you dial the number to connect 
into the computer at SDSU. You get . 
the word back to go ahead. Then 
from a listing of keywords you pick 
out "green bug" and type it out. The 
computer comes back with a listing 
of other keywords, such as: "Con-
_ trol," "Corn," "Identification," "In-
festations ," "Sorghum," "Wheat." 
You pick out the words "Sorghum" 
and "infestations" and type them out' 
because you have a sorghum crop 
and want to know if your area is 
threatened. These keywords tell the 
computer to select from its memory 
latest information on the advance of 
the greenbug menace. The comput-
er sends back, printed on the screen, 
the situation which tells you that 
damaging infestations have been 
found in fields in counties to the 
Duane Acker 
south and east-not an immediate 
threat to you. 
Two days later you call in to get 
updated information. The computer 
tells you surveys show greenbugs -
are spreading north and west-to-
. ward you! This means you'd better 
check your fields. You might want to 
find out more about what to look 
for-then your keyword would be 
"identification." Information would. · 
come back such as what greenbugs 
look like, their slightly different ap- · . ·. 
pearance from comparatively harm-
less corn leaf aphids, about how 
many greenbugs per plant cause 
damage. Of course, you'll want to 
know what to do about them. Type 
out the keyword "Control" and the 
answer com~s back on the screen. 
Indicates Various Sources 
It is quite likely that several of 
these items of information-where 
, the green bugs are, appearance, con-
trol-will be on the same segment so 
you'll need not keyword for addi-
tional details. Also, the segment on 
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To simplify terminology, trade names of 
products or equipment are sometimes used. 
No endorsements of specific products or 
e~uip_men~ named is intended , nor is criti- · 
c1sm implied of those not mentioned. 
Mater_ial appea ring in this publication may 
be repnnted provided the meaning is not 
changed and credit is given the author and 
the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment 
Station. 
the screen will indicate pertinent 
publications or other sources from 
which you can obtain more informa-
•
n if necessary. If you are at a 
minal in the county Extension 
agent's office, appropriate SDSU 
publications will be available then 
and there. Other details may include 
a list of dates when SDSU entomolo-
gists are in specific counties making 
surveys and when new infestation 
reports will be available. 
Meanwhile, back at SDSU, ento-
mologists, computer people, data 
processors, reviewers and others are 
updating the greenbug reports that 
go into the computer as the situation 
_develops. 
This example of the information 
dissemination system only concerqs 
greenbugs in sorghum. The farmer 
with corn borer problems would fol-
low much the same procedure but 
his keyword would be "Corn borer." 
Another farmer concerned with 
wheat . rust would use keywords 
such as "Crop diseases," "Wheat," 
"Rust." A rancher might be involved 
with "Range" and "Condition" key-
words. 
. Help in Management Problems 
• 
Not too far down. t~e road you 
ay be able to use a terminal to 
solve management problems-that 
is, the computer will calculate the 
most efficient livestock ration tailor-
ed to your particular situation. You 
would type in your operation size, 
feeds available, feed prices, and 
other factors. Within minutes a 
"least-cost" ration would roll out of 
the printer. 
Another example might involve a 
( continued next page) 
This series of four photos illustrates 
how the information · dissemination 
system works. It is assumed that you 
want to know the possibility of frost in 
the fall and you live near Brookings. 
Photo 1-This is one of the terminals 
over which an off-campus user would 
get requested information. Dr. Paul 
Koepsell, director of research and data 
prodessing at SDSU, shows how the 
typewriter-style keyboard is used. Let-
tering on the screen appears both when 
the user types his keyboard and when 
the computer types out the information 
segment. 
Photo 2-The information-seeker at 
the remote terminal dials a special num-
ber o.n the regular toll system telephone 
to get into the computer network. After 
dialing the. number an uninterrupted 
tone indicates that he is in touch with 
the computer center. Soon after, the 
computer begins the sequence as illus-
trated in this photo. "Type in key-
words" is the signal for the user to type 






Photo 3-The off-campus user types 
in the keywords "Frost Brookings." 
This is the signal for the computer to 
~-earch its memory for the information 
and type it out to appear on the term-
inal screen. 
Photo 4-This information answers 
the request for probability of frost at 
Brookings. It also indicates the source 
of the information (bottom line). Ordi-
narily at the end of this information 
sequence the computer would type out 
"Next keyword" to indicate to the user 
that this part of the information has 
been finished and if another sequence is . 
desired a new keyword should be typed. 
Otherwise, the user hangs up the tele-
phone and the toll circuit is broken. 
The printing remains on the screen as 
Ieng as the telephone connection is 
maintained with the computer center. 
Lee Sudlow, Extension audio-visuals 
specialist, says that a polaroid camera 
can be used to make a copy of the mes-
sage on the screen. It may involve an 
exposure of a second or slightly more. 
He suggests as a possibility the installa-
tion of a system consisting of a steady 
frame and camera with close-up lens ( if 
needed, depending on size of film) for 
· getting a copy of the message within 
seconds for the information-seeker to 
have it available for later use. 
••• COOPERATIVE EXTENSION INF'ORNAl".JIJN"ltETUDRk-SDS 
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TYPE IN KEYUDRDS 
rROST BROOKINGS_ 
New, Updated Information 
(from page 3) 
program affecting thousands of per-
sons and perhaps involving hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars. 
Five Locations 
The five terminals to be used at 
the outset will be placed for reac-
state agency in Pierre with one of 
the special terminals available. An 
agency needing data about surface 
water area by counties or groups of 
counties could get the information 
through use of a specific keyword. 
Perhaps data on the extent of snow 
cover on frozen lakes would assist 
wildlife specialists determine fish 
winterkill potentials. Much of this 
specific type of data would origin-
ate from orbiting satellite or remote 
sensing aircraft with interpretation 
through specialists at the Remote 
Sensing Institute on the SDSU cam-
pus or in the Cooperative Extension 
Service. 
The Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice at SDSU, which for decades has 
been the major contributor to out-
state agricultural information and 
education, is starting this new sys-
tem to augment its current avenues 
of providing know-how through 
newspapers, radio, TV, publica-
tions, meetings and other user-con-
tacts. This new system is merely an 
addition to the list of methods used 
by Extension to get information to 
the person who needs it and can use 
it. 
tions under differing situations . • 
They will be at: 
Initially, the amount of informa-
tion available through this system 
will be very limited because of the 
The Extension Service, however, 
Codington County Extension 
office, Watertown, also accessible to 
the Model Rural Development 
Office. 
County Extension office ( to be 
designated). 
Beadle County Extension office, 
Hµron, also accessible to USDA 
state offices. 
West River Research and Exten-
sion Center,_ Rapid City, also acces-
sible to the Area Rural Development 
Office. 
State Department of Agriculture, 
Pierre, also accessible to Depart-
ments of Health, Highways, Game, 
Fish and Parks, and others. · enormous job of getting data we al-
ready have and new data constantly 
being obtained into the computer 
storage system. Some information 
will be on a developing day-by-day, 
week-by-·week or other scheduled 
basis. On a more permanent basis 
might be data such as first frost 
probability dates from key localities; 
stream flow averages for each 10-
day period in a year on as many as 
75 different stream points within the 
state. If the pilot or trial effort is a 
success, the information to be in-
cluded would expand enormously. 
_ will have assistance from other fadl-
ities at SDSU such as the Remote 
Sensing Institute, Research and 
Data Processing, the research per-
sonnel of both the Agricultural 
Experiment Station and the Engi-
neering Experiment Station. Other 
input sources will be an array of 
state and federal agencies and other 
educational institutions. What goes . 
into the new system will be largely 
determined by designing our output 
to the needs of the users. Feedback 
from the terminal users will be an 
important phase of a continual eval-
Each pilot project type terminal · 
costs about $85 a month on a lease 
· basis. Much of the input effort will 
be through use of current facilities 
and personnel. 
There will be no cost to the user 
. uation process. At the outset five 
terminals will be used: four TV-style 
screen ( cathode ray) and one 
printer. Evaluations will guide us in· 
determining which type of terminal 
is best for the purpose. Another form 
of terminal-perhaps for the future 
- transmits_ photographs or draw-
ings. 
in the pilot project. We don't know . 
yet whether or not there would be . f 
a user charge later. This pilot project _ · · 
is to demonstrate whether or not the _ 
system is feasible f~r South Dakota. 
If it is, we don't know how long it 
will take, or the_ man-years of time 
Many Potential Users 
A recent study specifies upwards 
of 300 potential uses of just remote 
sensing data by state agencies alone. 
The lis.t of potential users becomes 
lengthy when you consider it ranges 
from the individual with a problem 
to an organization needing a facet 
of data that goes into an overall 
Eventually the system could be 
linked to computers with stored in-
formation or problem solving cap-
ability at other locations in South 
Dakota or at other land-grant uni-
versities. 
that will be required, to get all the 
desired data and problem solving 
capability into our computer or to 
establish desired links to other com-
puters. We do know that these steps 
will be costly and they will take 
' time. But the fantastic potential of 
the system and the value of timely 
information, have prompted us to 
give this pilot project a try.iO 
New Publication Schedule 
The annual report of the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, formerly included as the Fall issue of 
South Dakota Farm & Haine Research, will now 
· appear as the Winter issue which is to be publish-
ed later in the year. The issue number for the an-
nual report, Number 4, will not change. Volume 
and issue number sequence changes for each new 






THE strength of South Dakota's 
agricultural economy depends on 
its production and prices, along 
with several other factors. The level 
of prices is influenced by the ade-
quacy and availability of transporta-
tion. While the predominance of 
agriculture is well recognized, the 
role played by transportation is not 
so well understood. Dependable 
long distance transportation is vital 
to the South Dakota economy be-
cause most agricultural production 
is shipped out of the state, while 
most farm supplies are shipped into 
the state from distant manufactur-
ing or production areas. 
One important mode of transpor-
tation to an agricultural region is 
the railroad, as demonstrated in a 
recent survey of South Dakota's 
country elevators. In 1970, the re-
sponding firms, constituting about 
46% of all elevators, reported that 
48% of all grain they handled was 
moved by train. Of all the wheat 
handled, 82% was transported by 
• 
rail( 1). Furthermore, a 1968 South 
Dakota study indicated that 124 of 
193 elevator managers preferred to 
ship grain by rail rather than by 
truck ( 2). Problems relating to the 
railroad transportation system are 
thus of special importance to the 
grain.producing communities served 
by the system. 
One of the immediate problems 
having direct impact upon South 
Dakota's economy is the abandon-
ment of rail services to rural com-
munities. The railroad companies 
believe thay have an over-extension 
of trackage. The historical roots of 
their position lies in an era when 
farm transportation was by horse 
and wagon. The result was a consid-
erable amount of parallel trackage 
which is not necessary for today's 
more efficient farm transportation 
methods. 
A Reality Now 
To some South Dakota communi-
ties rail abandonment is already a 
reality. From 1958 to 1971, the total 
miles of trackage, including yards 
and sidings, decreased 10% · from 
4,555 miles to 4,080 miles. The larg-
est declines have come within the 
last 5 years: 61.3 miles in 1967, 53.2 
in 1968, 65.5 in 1969, 153.9 in 1970, 
and 77.75 in 1971. These figures do 









Frederick Lorenz, research assistant, and 
William F. Payne and Richard Rudel, assistant 
professors, Economics Department, Agricultural 
Experiment Station, South Dakota State 
University. 
location and extent of these aban-
donments are shown on the accom-
panying map. 
Abandonments are the legal con-
cern of the Interstate CQmmerce 
Commission (ICC), and proced-
ures used to achieve abandonment 
have in the past been rather slow 
Railroad abandonment is espe-
cially critical to South Dakota's 
agriculturally-oriented economy be-
cause abandonment often threatens 
the survival of grain elevators and 
.other agri-business firms. The prob-
lem of abandonment is becoming 
more critical because it has been 
occuring at an increasing rate in re-
cent years. In addition, both the In-
terstate Commerce Commision and 
the Congress have been considering 
proposals which would speed up 
rail abandonment proceedings. This 
article, which is first in a series, re-
views the railroad abandonment 
problem and discusses selected al-
ternatives available to affected 
firms. Additional alternatives will 
be discussed in later articles to ap-
pear in South Dakota Farm & 
Home Research. The next article 
will be on freight car suppy. 
and laborious. The time lapse be-
tween application for abandonment 
and an ICC ruling has at times ex-
ceeded 18 months. This is often cost-
ly to railroads. For example, when 
the Soo line attempted to abandon 
42 miles of line between Veblen 
and Grenville, S.D., the following 
revenue and expenses were report-
ed in a railroad publication: 
In 1969, the line's revenue totaled 
$63,665; maintenance alone cost 
$139,657. And Soo Line was faced 
with another cost: $200,000 to re-
place rails, ties, and ballast· and for 
bridge repair. It took 10 months for 
ICC to say yes (3). 
Shippers, on the other hand, fear 
that if abandonment occurs too rap-
idly, it will substantially disrupt the 
operation of key plants. A paper 
discussing transportation problems 
associated with the fertilizer indus-
try stated: 
As the railroads develop their 
master plans for curtailment or 
abandonment of services on unpro-
fitable branch lines, it is imperative 
that they give their customers as 
much advance warning as possible 
to allow for orderly adjustments( 4). 
Occasionally shippers have also 
argued that lines have been deliber-
ately downgraded and the culmina-
ting abandonment is referred to as 
"abandonment by neglect." In such 
cases shippets feel abandonment 
cannot be justified. 
Abandonment Procedures 
In response to these opposing 
pressures, the ICC has introduced 
several new abandonment proced-
ures. In cases where deliberate 
downgrading may be an issue, the 
ICC has stated its current ( 1971) 
position as follows: 
The criteria (for abandonments) 
include the financial status of the 
railroads on a systemwide basis and 
the financial status of the particular 
line under consideration. Another 
factor would be the railroads de-
monstrable need for funds to be di-
rected to the maintenance of other· 
portions of its systems, where there 
is a greater public need and a larger 
profit potential (5). 
Another method, which if imple-
mented, promises to have significant 
impact on South Dakota, establishes 
a prima facie case for railroad aban-
donment. This form, when accom-
panied by "a statistical indication" 
that fewer than 34 carloads per mile 
have been carried annually over the 
trackage, permits abandonment 
without formal proceedings. While 
no railroad company serving South 
Dakota has explicitly stated that 
they would adopt this criteria, it 
nevertheless means that most of 
Railroad Trackage and Abandonments in South Dakota 
{Up to and including 1972.) 
SHANJtON 
abandoned track. 
trackage currently in use. 
•••••• trackage currently in use but filed for abandonment. 
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South Dakota's branch lines could 
qualify for abandonment. The Mil-
waukee Line alone, for example, op-
erates almost 400 miles of track in - ~ 
South Dakota which carries less V 
than 34 carloads per mile annually. 
There are presently about 50 grain 
elevators located on these lines. In 
regard to this rule, however, the 
U. S. District Court for the middle 
district of Pennsylvania issued, on 
February 12, 1972, a temporary re-
straining order preventing the ICC 
from putting this criteria into effect. 
Congressional Action 
In addition to the ICC action, sev-
, eral proposed pieces of legislation 
have been iQtroduced into Congress 
pertaining to the abandonment 
problem. Two of these are the Sur-
face Transportation Act · of 1971 
( S.2362) , and the Transportation 
Regulatory Modernization Act of 
1971 ( S.2842). The Surface Trans-
portation Act would allow railroads . 
to abandon uneconomical track af-
. ter giving 45 days notice to the ICC 
and the governor of the state in 
which the abandonment is propos-
ed. If no protest is received within 
the 45 day period, the ICC must ap- . ~ · 
prove th~ abandonment. If protests ~ 
are received or the ICC initiates an 
investigation, a 6-month postpone-
ment of the abandonment would be 
permitted. At the end of this time 
period, however, if the ICC investi-
gation shows revenues fro1:11 service 
over the line are insufficient to cover 
the relevant variable costs of hand-
ling traffic, abandonment must be 
permitted. 
The Transportation Regulatory 
'Modernization Act would require a 
30-day notice of intent to abandon 
and that intent would have to be 
well published along the concerned 
line and with that state's gov-
ernor. If no complaints are filed, the 
Commission would issue a certifi-
cate authorizing abandonment. If a 
complaint is filed the abandonment 
will be suspended, pending a 6-
month investigation. The ICC 
would be required to issue a certifi-
cate of abandonment after this time 
period unless the line either ( a ) has 
generated at least one million gross . , 
ton miles of traffic per mile over the rt' 
last 12 months and revenues attri-
• 
butable to the line cover variable 
costs or ( b) it has not generated at 
least one million gross ton miles of 
traffic per mile, but the users of the 
line have no effective alternative 
transportation system. Again, at this 
time neither the Surface Transpor-
tation Act nor· the Transportation 
Regulatory Modernization Act have 
become law, but they have recently 
been the subject of extensive House 
and Senate hearings. 
Company Philosophies 
Railroad companies serving South 
Dakota expressed their abandon-
ment philosophies in a panel discus-
sion at the Fall 1971 meeting of the 
Northwestern Shippers Advisory 
Board. A spokesman for the Bur-
lington Northern noted that his c_om-
pany is m~king an extensive study 
of all its branch line~ and concluded 
that: 
Without ever seeing the study, I 
am sure there is going to be many 
more branch lines showing losses 
than showing profits. This is to be 
expected since most branch lines 
were laid out to meet conditions of 
75 to 100 years ago ( 6). 
•
. An executive of the Milwaukee 
Railroad, speaking . at _the same 
meeting, observed that 21% of their 
• 
total trackage consisted of second-
ary main lines and branch lines. 
These lines, however, returned only 
six percent of the total revenue in 
1970. Their policy is "to continue 
operations as long as the current 
revenues generated on a line exceed 
the cost of handling that traffic and 
makes some contribution to over-
head and profit ( 7). 
The final panelist was a repre-
sentative of the Chicago and North 
Western Railway (CNW). He di-
vided CNW lines into five cate-
gories: 
1. Main lines. 
2. Lines which are now profitable 
or can be expected to be profit-
able in the future. 
3. Lines which are now profitable 
but which have a poor future. 
4. Lines in which major expend-
itures for upkeep cannot be 
justified with present or poten-
tial traffic. 
5. Lines which are now losing 
substantial amounts of money, 
have no future prospects and 
should be abandoned. 
It was reported that: 
Removing the hundreds of miles 
of category four and five lines as 
quickly as possible will have dra-
matic effects on North Western's 
ability to serve its volume shippers, 
both in terms of car supply and fast-
er, more reliable seJ:"Vice (8). 
These discussions, along with 
changing ICC regulations and 
pending congressional legislation, 
suggest that abandonments will 
likely proceed at an increasing rate. 
As such, the newly evolving, more 
streamlined rail system will have 
direct repercussions on agri-busi-
ness firms, as well as the communi-
ities they serve. 
Effects on Business 
When an agri-business firm loses 
its railroad service, it can either go 
out of business or adjust its opera-
tions to accomodate the change. If 
the firm is marginal, and if its plant 
has been completely depreciated, 
the patb of least resistance may be 
a cessation of activities. In such a 
situation, the proprietor's loss may 
be minimal. If the firm's plant has 
not been completely depreciated, 
there could be a significant loss to 
the proprietor. In both cases the 
farmers served by the firm might 
be forced to take their business out 
of their community to alternative 
firms in neighboring communities. 
If a firm intends to remain in busi-
ness after its rail service has ceased; 
it can change locations or change 
modes of transportation. Again, if 
the firm's facilities have been amor-
tized, a change in location may be a 
workable alternative. The long-run 
effect to the firm might be improved 
efficiency due to modernized plant 
facilities, but the movement of the 
firm out of the community would 
most probably affect the farmers in 
a manner similar to the effect caused 
by a cessation of activities. 
Other Modes of Transport 
If the firm intends to remain at 
its present location, and if it intends 
to maintain its transportation ser-
vices, it must find an alternative 
7 
transportation mode. In South Da-
kota the only apparent alternative 
is the motor-carrier industry. The 
feasibility of this mode is contingent 
upon several conditions. First, it de-
pends on the availability of trucks 
at rates which allow the firm a con-
tinuing competitive position. At 
present, truck rates for grain tend 
to be lower than rail rates for move-
ments to Minneapolis and Sioux 
City, but given a decline in rail ser-
vice, the increased demand for 
trucks could result in increased 
rates. Truck rates for the move-
ment of fertilizers and other ·farm 
inputs are regulated by the ICC, 
but the ICC does not regulate the 
rates concerning movement of agri-
cultural products ( 9). The unregu-
lated trucking business exhibits 
considerable competition within the 
industry which tends to keep rates 
down, but again a decline in rail-
truck competition may lead to an 
upward shift in the truck rate struc-
ture. The overall effect of increased 
motor-carrier movement of agri-
cultural products and farm inputs is 
uncertain. 
Second, the usefulness of trucks 
as an alternative mode of transpor-: 
tation depends on the existing· high-
way system. When the firm facing 
rail abandonment is located on an 
all-weather road, movement of 
trucks to the firm is usually no prob-
lem. If the road used by the firm is 
subject to general weight restric-
tions true.king service may still be 
obtained under certain conditions 
( 10 ) . South Dakota law provides 
that: 
For purposes of providing ade-
quate transportation facilities for 
... communities . .. which hereto-
fore have been served by railroads 
that have been abandoned or that 
may hereafter he abandoned, the 
state highway commission, upon 
application after hearings and upon 
reasonable notice, may permit the 
use of motor vehicles, tractor-trail-
ers or tractor semitrailers of greater 
length, carrying capacity and 
weight, with and without load, 
than is authorized by law (11). 
A third contingency concerns the 
destination for the farm commodity 
or the origin of the agricultural sup-
ply input. If, for an example, the 
terminal to which grain moves is de-
signed to handle only railroad cars, 
the elevator company shipping by 
truck may be discounted on its grain 
price an amount equal to the addi-
tional handling costs. This situation 
has been observed in southeastern 
South Dakota. 
Rail-Truck Combination 
One final option to be m ntioned 
here concerns the possibility of util-
izing both rail and trucks in mar-
keting products or moving farm 
input supplies. If several firms are 
located on an abandoned track, the 
possibility of designating a point 
on an alternative track as a subterm.-
inal could be considered. Tracks 
could be used to move grain from 
elevators to subterminal and then 
trains could move the grain to the 
major terminals. 
In conclusion, South Dakotan's 
can either act to help shape their 
future transportation services or 
continue to react to each transporta-
tion crises as it arises. Because aban-
donment may be economic.ally 
justified in several instances, it be-
comes important to propose long 
range transportation plans in an 
effort to prevent uncoordinated 
termination of rail transportation 
services. Such a plan might include 
the building of additional tracks or 
upgrading and improving existing 
tracks. One step in developing such 
a plan is to realistically determine 
the transportation needs of the state. 
This information can, among other 
things, be used to plan future trans-
portation needs and to plan the 
location and investment in grain ele-
vators .and other agri-business 
firms.o 
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Homemade Soil Drying 
· Unit Saves Time and .Cost 
S OIL moisture determinations 
needed in r~search studies are made 
·'on-the-spot" with ~· device being 
used at the Agricultural Experiment 
Station researc;h facility near Gar-
den City. 
Burners and controls from an old 
kitchen stove, two discarded file 
cases, and a small surplus cart were 
combined to make the unit at the 
West Prairie Coteau Crops and 
Soils Research Station. Fuel is pro-
vided by bottled gas.· . · 
"We're able to save time by doing 
soil moisture calculations right here 
at the substation, eliminating the 
need to transport samples to the lab 
at Brookings," explains Quentin S. 
Kingsley, assistant professor of plant 
science who is in charge of the re-
search stations near Garden City, 
Watertown and Milbank. "Cost of 
this salvaged equipment and weld-
ing to put it together probably was 
under $50-'way less than the cost of 
a commercial unit," he adds. 
The unit has a capacity of 224 
samples, each weighing a pound, or 
double that if half pound size 
sample cans are used. Soil samples 
are weighed as soon as they are tak-
en from the ground and then dried 
down until no more weight loss is 
noted, Kingsley says. The difference 
in weight is used to calculate the 
moisture content of the sample. 
Samples are taken at various depths 
down to 5 feet. 
. "We start both burners and when 
the temperature gets to around 
212 degrees we shut off the large 
burner to gradually lower the 
heat, he explains. The time for any 
given sample depends upon mois-
ture cQntent and may take as much 
as 36 hours." A few selected sam-
ples are check weighed and record-
ed every 2-3 hours when nearing 
the dry stage. When there is no 
change in weight, the whole "batch" 
is then weighed. 
The soil moisture measuring unit 
has been in operation at Garden 
City since April 1972. Kingsley has 
built another larger unit at the re-
search facility north of Watertown, 
using a salvage grain bin, salvage 
beds and a portable fuel type burn-
er for heat. This unit is used for 
drying hay and other organic. sam-
ples.O 
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Quentin S. Kingsley, assistant profes-
sor of plant science at South Dakota 
State University, places soil samples in a 
"homemade" device for determining 
soil moisture. Burners from an old kit-
chen stove, discarded file drawers and 
an old cart were used in · building the 
unit. 
Two drawers of the old file cabinet 
are removed to show the kitchen stove 
burners used to dry soil samples for 
moisture determination. 
S HE's not well proportioned, her 
sex appeal is nil, she demands ( and 
gets) air conditioned comfort, she's 
obstreperous enough to break a date 
with a governor, she'll even exas-
perate her best friends . . . 
. . . yet she attracts visitors from 
as far as half a world away, sends 
scientists into raptures, triggers 
computer experts to heights of an-
ticipation. 
But keep your eye on her, she's 
newly employed at South Dakota 
State University and her talents just 
may have a financial impact of hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars on 
South Dakota's agricultural and 
industrial economy. 
The "she" is SADE, the girl's-
name-sounding (SAY-de) acronym 
for Signal Analysis and Dissemina-
tion Equipment, a complicated 
system designed to help turn a re-
mote sensing photo from satellite or 
aircraft into a wealth of needed in-
formation. 
When SADE goes into her act her 
audience will be those thousands of 
us who need something done about 
• 
She's no lady because ••• 
SAaE 
• IS a 
System 
our everyday living or work. or play. 
She'll help the farmer spot crop dis-
eases and insect attacks early 
enough to give him a better chance 
to control them, she'll help in locat-
ing underground water supplies for · 
metropolitan use, she can determine 
pollution sources from miles away. 
SADE's Not a Dream 
She'll be a. busy girl helping sci-
entists using remote sensing data in 
scores of ways ranging from anthro-
pology to zoning. She's not just a 
dream for the future-she's here 
right now and working to help sci-
entists make more accurate soil 
maps, spot water resources, deter-
mine range condition. She can even 
pin-point growing marijuana from 
an aerial photo. 
SADE headquarters at the Re-
mote Sensing Institute in one of the 
few air conditioned rooms on tqe 
SDSU campus-even President H. 
M. Briggs doesn't have one. SADE's 
innards must be protected from dust 
and dirt-there's an ash tray outside 
the door for use before you enter 
10 
her room. Her spick-and-span quar- t ) . 
ters feature a deep blue . ceiling to 
enhance the semi-darkness in which 
she sometimes operates. She even 
has her own private telephone to 
arrange rendezvous with her SAM, 
the Signal Analysis Monitor which 
is about the only thing that really 
turns her on. · 
Essentially; SADE is a system to 
extract, store, and retrieve the vast 
amount of data involved in remote 
.sensing research and applications. 
She's an electronic system, myster-
ious and sometimes foreboding to 
the layman, that permits great, rap-
id strides in technological develop-
ment by simply distilling huge 
amounts of information into man-
ageable form that mere humans can 
use. 
Trillions of Data Points 
For instance: The Remote Sens-
ing Institute at SDSU now has about 
250,000 space or aerial photos on 
file. Up to 4 million "data points" • . ) 
can be put on each, meaning you're __ ' 




as pieces of information are con-
cerned. Of course, not that many 
will be used. 
"The SADE system was designed 
as a flexible research tool," accord-
ing to Fred A. Waltz, RSI data spe-
cialist who is in charge of both 
SADE and SAM. "It can be expand-
ed in its own capabilities as well as 
being expanded to further informa-
tion dissemination capabilities. Al-
though designed as a research tool, 
it is anticipated that analysis com-
pleted in research phases can be in-
cluded in an operational system for 
individual users." 
SADE consists of a display unit 
including color TV monitor, cam-
era, and data slicer; an image digit-
izer; a data control unit containing 
elements for high speed memory 
Mary DeVries, technician at the Re-
mote Sensing Institute, uses SADE's pri-
vate "hot-line" telephone to contact the 
SDSU computer center 2 blocks away to 
activate SAM (System Analysis Moni-
tor). She is standing next to a data con-
version unit containing elements for 
high speed memory, analog tape conver-
sions and control functions-essentially 
SADE's heart and soul. Miss DeVries, 
of Harrison, S. D., is a i972 graduate in 
mathematics. · · · 
and analog tape conversions ( really 
SADE's heart and soul); a seven-
track analog tape recorder; a film 
printer; and a teletype for program 
control. She's hooked into the SDSU 
computer center in the Administra-
tion Building 1,500 feet away. 
SADE was built by the DICOMED 
Corporation of Minneapolis to spec-
ifications and design by RSI person-
nel. 
When SADE Does Her Thing 
But look at what SADE can do: 
She'll scan a photo transparency 
taken by aircraft or spacecraft and 
display it on the TV monitor. A type-
writer-like keyboard enables an op-
erator to separate (encode) this 
display in up to 32 color levels, each 
color level representing a selected 
slice of data. In an instant she'll 
figure out the percentage of any one 
color on the monitor ( for instance, 
a color level showing .eroded soil 
can quickly be converted to acres). 
She'll do the same thing with mag-
netic tape. . 
· If data is to be stored, she con-
verts the transparency into a mass 
of numbers ( digitizes it) and puts 
it in her memory at the computer 
center. Then, only a verbal request 
on the "hot-line" telephone is need-
ed to activate SAM to retrieve the 
information in any of several forms. 
The TV monitor part is the most 
spectacular, especially for her visi-
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tors not versed in technical aspects 
of computer operation. So far, with 
their staff, Dr. Waltz and Dr. Paul 
Koepsell, head of research and data 
processing at the computer center, 
have designed or programmed 30 
subroutines which SADE will do at 
the mere mention of a special com-
puter-talk word. For example, if 
''RSIPRI" is the word, SADE'll 
search her memory and process the 
selected digital data to print a last 
year's photo on 70mm film-within 
minutes. Another command and 
she'll automatically superimpose, 
(register) an image over another of 
the same area taken previously. 
SADE would be highly involved, 
for example, · if a state agency in-
terested in surface water could use 
information from the orbiting 
ERTS_-I satellite in daily decision 
making. 
Help to Agriculture and Industry 
It's difficult to put a dollar value 
on what SADE's work will contrib-
( continued page 12) 
Paul Koepsell, head of research and 
data processing at the SDSU computer 
center, takes a call from the Remote 
Sensing Institute on SADE's hot-line 
telephone. This verbal request from the 
Institute results in activation of the sys-
tem (SAM) that routes each request to 
the proper subroutine out of ·several 
dozen available. To Dr. Koepsell's right 
is the IBM 370 computer system which 
monitors the SADE system . 
Miss De Vries reads a·teletype message 
from the computer center verifying that 
the system is in operation. 
An image of a photo transparency 
taken by aircraft or satellite and display-
ed on this color TV monitor can be "slic-
ed" in up to 32 different color levels, 
each color level representing selected 
data. The typewriter-like keyboard en-
ables an operator to separate (encode) 
the display into the various colors. 
This image digitizer with dissector 
tube scans photo transparencies for dis-
play on the color TV monitor screen, or 
does computer manipulation, or con-
nects to a special printer which produces 
70mm transparencies. Photo transpar-
encies, individually or in rolls, are placed 
on the deck of the instrument for scan-
ning. 
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SADE (from page 11) 
~te. She~ll lik~ly save ti~e and effort • 
m certam phases of soil mapping. , 
She'll make much more agricultur- , 
ally- and industrially-oriented data 
available in forms useful for re-
search people. Her connection with 
remote sensing through early detec-
tion of insect infestations and crop 
diseases could lead to more effective 
control measures and fewer losses. 
· This early detection could amount 
to savings of millions of dollars for 
the Northern Great Plains based on 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
estimates of losses from fire, insects. 
.and diseases in the U.S. ranging 
from $13-$20.billion annually. 
"We have nothing like this in Ja-
pan," said Professor T. Oshima of 
Tokyo University and one of his na-
tion's top remote sensing scientists, 
upon inspecting the SADE system 
recently. He indicated that the Ja-
panese Government is supporting. 
rnmote sensing research in which 
digitizers will play an important 
part in film "reading." SADE great-
ly impressed her foreign visitor. 
Remote Sensing Data Use I D, 
Victor I. Myers, RSI director, L. ~ ' 
R. Heineman, research . assistant, 
and Dr. Waltz have studied how 
state agencies and industries could 




Duane Acker (center), dean of _the 
SDSU College of Agriculture and Bio-
logical Sciences, and :Victor I. Myers 
(right) RSI director, look on as Fred A. 
Sc.hmer, RSI hydrologist, explains oper-
ation of a unit iri the SADE system. Dr. 
Schmer's hand rests on a film printer. 
Fred A. Waltz (facing), RSI data spe-
cialist and in charge of SADE, details 
operation of the system during a meet-
ing on campus of the statewide Remote 
Sensing Institute Advi-sor.y Co!Ilrnitee . 
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A front view of the SADE unit which 
includes a film printer (lower right) and 
printer control devices. A seven-track 
analog tape recorder, partly shown at 
lower left, is used for recording thermal 
(heat) scanned data in the aircraft and 
for reproducing the information as part 
of the SADE system. 
Stereoscopic examination of a desig-
nated small area on a transparency is 
done at a special light-table at the Re-
mote Sensing Institute to pinpoint the 
area of interest which is then analyzed 
by the SADE system. 
SADE shares most, but not all, of her 
secrets-her potentials as well as her lim-
itations-with this trio (left to right): 
John Grimaldi, engineer, and Wayne R. 
Huelskoetter, vice-president of the sys-
tem's builders, DICOMED Corp., Min-
neapolis; and Fred A. Waltz, RSI data 
specialist. An image on the color TV 
monitor is blocked by the camera's flash. 
SADE (from page 12) 
potentially use and benefit from re-
mote sensing data . The study deals 
in "data paths" from the Institute as 
well as from the EROS D ata Center 
in Sioux Falls. Nearly two dozen 
state agencies alone could effective-
ly use remote sensing data from RSI 
Brookings-based aircraft or from the 
ERTS-I satellite through EROS,. ac-
cording to the director. The RSI 
study lists 246 potential uses of re-
mote sensing information which 
would be applicable to various state 
agencies. 
An early August meeting of the 
statewide RSI Advisory Committee 
Gov·ernor Richard Kneip inspects the 
image ~igitizer unit of the SADE sys~ 
tern following his meeting with the Ad-
visory Commitee on the SDSU campus 
in August. Explaining the system is Dr. 
Schmer, who has been appointed to the 
governor's staff part-time to assist in 
technical evaluation and applications of 
remote sensing data. 
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attended by Governor Richard 
Kneip suggested action to pr_om~te 
efforts at getting remote sen~mg m-.i\\ 
formation to places where it is need- , ~ 
ed. 
That day, however, cantankerous 
SADE almost blew the whole thing. 
Right in the middle of a morning 
show for the Advisory Committee 
she refused to cooperate. She stop-
ped working. She wouldn't even 
listen to SAM. F or a while it appear-
ed she might stand up the governor, 
slated to see a special matinee per-
formance. The show went on, how-
.ever, just as soon as SADE's demand 
was met for ·replacement of a tiny 
electrical fuse costing only a few 
cents.o 
Many persons have visited SADE 
since her debut at SDSU, including Dr. 
T. Oshima (right) of the University of 
Tokyo. Dr. Oshima, one of Japan's top 
remote sensing scientists, visited the 
SD.SU installation during a U. S. trip to 





Research plot area in . potatoes with 
sprinkler irrigation in background and 
trickle irrigation in foreground. The 
A DVANTAGEs of "trickle" irrigation, 
claimed elsewhere in the United 
States and abroad, are not so great 
under South Dakota conditions but 
putting the trickle system under-
ground may deserve a· closer look. 
That's a quickie -ev.aluation by 
Delvin D. Brosz, agricultural engin-
eer at South Dakota State Univers-
ity, who explains he's not yet 
thoroughly convinced that either of 
the systems would be adaptable for 
widespread use in South Dakota. 
Brosz is project leader for the re-
search through the Water Resources 
Institute and the Agricultural Ex-
periment Station at SDSU. 
Trickle irrigation is sometimes 
called "drip" irrigation. As used in 
SDSU research it is a system of reg-
ular application of water through 
perforated plastic tubing along the 
crop row so that moisture percolates 
directly to the plant's root system. 
Advantages claimed elsewhere in-
clude faster development of crops, 
higher yields, savings in water and 
fertilizer, and possible labor sav-
A closer view showing wet spots along 
the row of the trickle irrigation system. 
darker spots near plants at first glance 
appear as shadows hut actually are wet 
spots from the trickle irrigation system. 
ings. Subsurface irrigation has the 
tubing buried beneath the crop. 
Preliminary evaluations now in 
the second year in South Dakota 
indicate trickle irrigation advan-
tages of:· 
+ Higher potato yields when 
comparing with solid-set and 
conventional sprinkler sys-
tems. 
+ So far the system uses about 
20% less water. 
However, drawbacks pinpointed 
so far may wipe out those advan-
tages: 
Types of crops best adapted 
for the system are not now 









When used with crops such 
as potatoes and com, for in-
stance, a labor factor appears. 
Subsurface irrigation may be a 
better bet because: 
+ Potato yields were significant-
ly higher when compared with 
solid-set or conventional ·sys-
tems. 
+ The labor factor noted with 
certain crops under the trickle 
system is eliminated. 
A trickle irrigation system con-
sists of a water source, pump, filter, 
fertilizer injector (optional), time 
clock ( optional), pressure regula-
tor, main line, and laterals. It op-
erates on low pressure. Therefore 
elevation variations cause changes 
in pressure within the system. Fric-
tion loss within the pipe limits row 
length to about 300 feet per lateral. 
The experimental trickle system 
used twin-wall plastic tubing with 
small outlets every 18 inches 
through which water dripped on the 
soil surface. One set of experiments 
on the agricultural engineering farm 
south of Brookings was for irrigat-
ing one row with each trickle line, 
another was for two rows. The sub-
surface system, buried 12 inches 
deep, used half inch polyethylene 
pipe with nylon insert orifices every 
36 inches. Kennebec potatoes were 
planted for the 1971 phase of the 
experiment and a hybrid corn is 
the crop this year. 
First Year's Research 
"We learned several things the · 
first year," says Brosz. "First, we had 
anticipated that the low-cost per-
forated twin-wall tubing-which is 
commonly used in greenhouse irri-
gating-would carry the water along 
the crop rows on the surface. It did 
for awhile. Then, later in the season, 
rodents took a liking to the tubing 
and chewed holes in it. That's the 
reason we replaced the twin-wall 
_tul?ing with heavier half-inch poly-
ethylene pipe for this year's com 
crop." 
One of the main problems was 
rolling up the tubing for each row 
When pressure is too high the drop-
by-drop "trickle" becomes a small 
stream ( as illustrated here) which is not 
desirable. 
in order to harvest the potato crop. 
This, says Brosz, was a lot of work 
a9d translated into practical appli-· 
cation might outweigh the advan-
tages of yield increase and use of less 
water. He anticipates the same will 
be true for the corn crop now in the 
ground although the half-inch plas-
tic pipe is considerably easier to 
handle. 
The subsurface system was not 
beset with harvesting and rodent 
problems and appears to have with-
stood South Dakota winter weather 
very well, according to the . SDSU 
agricultural engineer. 
Potato yield averages, which 
ranged from 24.8 tons an acre ( on 
trickle ) to 20.6 tons on conventional 
sprinkler, were not as high as ex-
pected. Investigators believe that a 
leaching effect occurred because 
water was applied too rapidly 
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Laterals connected to the header line. -
through the subsurface system and 
yields were affected. Last year ferti-
lizer was applied to the experiment-
al plots only before planting. This 
year three-fourths of the fertilizer 
is being applied with the water 
through the systems. Also, rate of 
wa_ter application for the subsurface 
system is slower this year. ,... _ 
.May Not Be Profitable . \ 
Thus far the SDSU research has P 
indicat d that increased potato 
yields are not enough to offset the 
cost of a trickle or underground sys-
tem as compared to a sprinkler or 
gravity system. Results on the com 
crop are not yet available, however, 
mid-season observation indicates 
yields may not be substantially 
greater for the trickle or under-
ground systems. , . 
"We have a lot of other items to 
check out regarding costs, adapta-
bility to South Dakota conditions, 
different crops," says Brosz. "One 
reason for the sudden increase in· 
us'e of trickle irrigation elsewhere 
is due to the availability of plastic 
pipe-in addition to findings that 
_sometimes less irrigation water is 
required. Up to now trickle systems 
in Australia, Israel, Mexico and in 
several states of the United States 
have been used mainly on the inten-
sive, high-value fruit and vegetable 
crops. although tests on some other 
types of crops show promise.'





Early South Dakota Plant Explorer 
It was 75 years ago this year that a renowned South Dakota horticulturist 
made his initial trip to Russia as an ofHcial plant explorer. Since that time 
plant materials collected by the late Dr. Niels E. Hansen have had wide 
distribution and, as pointed out in this article, will have an impact on 
n:,id-America and over the world for many generations. This past summer 
two Russian plant breeders were SDSU visitors, exploring South Dakota 
tomato and corn research. 
By 
Ronald M. Peterson, head, Horticulture-Forestry 
Department, Agricultural Experiment Station . 
THE late Dr. N. E. Hansen, a horti-
culturist who served on the staff of 
South D akota State University from 
1895 to 1950, became known 
throughout the world as a plant ex-
plorer and breeder of hardy plan~s 
for the north~rn Great Plains. 
His primary interest' was in fruit 
improvement, but he worked also 
with ornamentals and other crops. 
He collected cultivated varieties 
and native species from such places 
as Siberia, Central Asia, European 
Russia, the northern Great Plains, 
and the Mississippi Valley. In dis-
cussing a search in Asia for hardy 
pears, he once wrote:, "I thought I 
could save at least 50 years time by 
going where I could study these var-
iations ... " 
H e crossed fruit introductions 
and native fruits with high quality 
clones ( varieties ) to develop clones 
adapted to the northern Great 
Plains. Recognizing the potential 
value of the fruit plants introduced, 
selected, and developed by Dr. 
Hansen, the North Central Regional 
Plant Introduction committee, NC-
7, set aside funds in 194 7 for the 
preservation and evaluation of these 
plant materials. 
Wide Distribution 
Plants from the collection have 
been distributed throughout the 
continent and to many parts of the 
world. Early records are not avail-
able, but since 1950 propagation 
wood, seeds and seedlings have 
been distributed to 34 states, 4 Ca-
nadian provinces, and 10 countries 
in Europe and Asia ( see Figure 1). 
Materials distributed have includ-
ed 166 different clones and seed 
sources as indicated in Table 1. 
About a third of the requests for 
plant materials have been from pri-
vate growers and breeders and the 
rest have been from experiment 
stations. Many individuals and ex-
periment stations have requested 
several different clones over a period 
of years. All states in the North 
Central Region have used materials 
from the Hansen collection. 
Uses made of much of the plant 
material distributed may never be 
known. However, where known the 
materials have been used in diverse 
ways. In upper Michigan, seedling 
crabapple trees were planted to 
evaluate their palatability and abili-
ty to survive as deer browse. Seed-
lings of crabapples were planted at 
Palmer, Alaska, to select crabapples 
adapted to that state. Nebraska is 
evaluating some of the plant mater-
ials for roadside beautification. Swe-
den has been interested in one apple 
clone, Kola, because it was the first 
apple discovered to have double the 
usual number of chromosomes and 
therefore is of genetic interest. 
Framework Trees 
The trunk of fruit trees and the 
crotch, where branches are attached 
to the trunk, generally are less hardy 
than other above ground parts of 
the tree. To overcome this weakness 
a hardy clone with good branching 
habits is sometimes used as a frame-
work on which choice apple clones 
are grafted. The compatibility and 
yield of the high quality clone may 
-------------------------------------------------------
Niels E. Hansen · 
From "Seeds," The Yearbook of Agri-
culture, 1961, United States · Depart-
ment of Agriculture. 
" ... ( Prof. Niels E. ) Hansen, a 
Dane who grew up in Iowa, first 
visited Russia during vacation while 
he was a graduate assistant in horti-
culture at Iowa State College. When 
he went again as a plant explorer 
in 1897, he traveled 2 thousand 
miles by wagon and sleigh from the 
southern part of Turkestan to wes-
tern China. The five carloads of 
seeds and plants he shipped to the 
United States on that first trip in-
cluded seeds of several hundred dif-
ferent grains and forages. Among 
them was seed of a hay crop he 
found on the steppes of Siberia that 
survived the severest drought and 
subzero weather. It was the seed of 
crested wheatgrass." 
From Bulletin 224, "Plant Introduc-
tions," May 1927, Horticulture Depart-
ment, Agricultural Experiment Station, 
South Dakota State College. 
In describing trips to find the 
northern limit of alfalfa in Asia, 
the native home of the standard 
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blue-flowered alfalfa, the plant ex-
plorer wrote: 
" . .' . trail of the blue-flowered 
alfalfa faded out under the snow at 
Kopal, south of Sergiopol. This I 
learned in 1897 in the course of an 
overland tour of 1,300 miles by wag-
on ( tarantass ) and 700 miles by 
sleigh form Taskhent, Turkestan, via 
Kuldja, Ili province, western China, 
to Omsk on the Siberian rail 
way ... " 
The trials and tribulations of a plant 
explorer were noted in Hansen's des-
cription of his search for a hardy pear: 
vary depending upon the clone used 
as a framework. The Ohio experi-
ment station has tested many apples 
in the collection as framework trees. 
The Morden Experimental Farm 
in Manitoba received four seedling 
Nertchinsk Siberian crapapple trees 
from the Hansen collection and sel-
ected a semi-dwarf tree from the 
collection to evaluate as a frame-
work tree. The selected tree has 
been clonally propagated as Nert-
chinsk in recognition of the area 
from which the original source of 
seed came. N ertchinsk has proven to 
be outstanding as a framework tree 
for apples in Manitoba and prob-
ably will be of value to other areas 
of the northern Great Plains as well. 
Dwarf Fruit Trees 
Fruit trees which are dwarf or . 
semit-dwarf in size are desirable be-
cause they are easy to care for and 
Table 1. Number of clones distributed 
and total number of distributions of 
propagation material from fruit in the 
Hansen collection. 
Kind of Fruit 
Number of Number of 
clones* in 
Collection Distributions 
Apricot ________________________ 17 · 65 
.San.dcherry __________________ 25 109 
Plum -----------~---------------- 11 13 
Apple _________________________ __ 78 265 
Grape -------------------------- -- 13 22 
Pear ------------------------------ 22 52 · 
TOT AL _________________ 166 526 
*Only clones from which propagation material 
was requested are listed . Eighteen of the list-
ings were actually seed or seedling popula-
tions. 
harvest. However, most dwarf 
fruit trees are not aq.equately hardy 
on the northern Great Plains. Ac-
cording to studies in Manitoba, 
N ertchinsk is of special value be-
cause as a framework tree it pro-
duces a hardy semi-dwarf tree. 
"Interstems" from dwarfing 
clones have been used to cause trees · 
to be dwarfed. The interstem con-
sists of 6 to 12 inches of a dwarfing 
clone grafted on the trunk of a 
young seedling crabapple. Above 
the interstem the desired clone is 
grafted. Kensib, a very small hybrid 
apple tree in the Hansen collection, 
is being tested at the Agricultural 
Experiment Station at SDSU to 
determine its effectiveness as a 
dwarfing interstem. The graft union 
between the Siberian crab rootstock 
and the Kensib interstem piece has 
been good in all cases as has the 
graft union between Kensib and the 
clones grafted on top, namely Red-
well and Cortland. It is apparent 
now that Kensib interstems will not 
Apple orchard cons1stmg of clones 
developed by the late N. E. Hansen 
from collections he made while explor-
ing for plants ·in various parts of the 
world. 
produce dwarf trees, but may pro- -
duce semi-dwarf trees. 
Grape Rootstocks 
It has long been recognized that 
the root on which a fruit tree or 
vine grows can · have considerable 
influence on such important factors 
as yield or plant vigor. In Ontario, 
research with grape rootstocks in-
dicate that one or two grape clones 
developed by Dr. Hansen are super-
. ior as roots tocks to those commonly 
used by commercial vineyards in 
that province. 
Breeding improved fruit varieties 
is a long, slow process so complete 
information on breeding value of 
currently used materials from the 
Hansen collection are not known. At 
the South Dakota station two grape 
clones have been selected from the 
-----------------------------------~---------- ·--------
"I left Brookings July 26, 1924, 
on my sixth tour to foreign lands in 
search of new seeds and plants, and 
returned October 17, 1924. The tour 
was from. S~attle to Japan and 
through Japan to Korea, southern, 
Manchuria via Mukden, and north 
to Harbin on the Siberian Railway 
where I made my headquarters. 
From Harbin I went east and west 
on the Chinese Eastern Railway 
which forms a part of the Siberian 
line for nearly a thousand miles. I 
found the western limit of the pear 
a few miles east of Harbin. I went 
from village to _ village in the · 
mountains and got the Chinese to 
bring in the pears as they ripened. 
The main work was in the region 
about fifty mile_s east of Harbin. The 
Chinese cut down other timber in 
the mountains but . leave the pear 
trees as they furnish an annual sup-
ply of food. From many thousand 
pounds of pears I picked the best 
for special selection work. . . 
". . . I went west to the Soviet 
boundary at the station Manchuli, 
also called Manchuria. This is 
where the Russian and Chinese 
custom houses are located on the 
boundary and is in a very sandy 
region. It is practically an arm of 
the Gobi D esert extending across 
the Siberian Railway. Here there 
are no pears. But a few miles farth-
18 
er east in the G~eat Khingan Moun-
tains I made a rough mountain 
climbing tour and gathered some 
wild relatives of the peach and al-
mond which I hope will be useful 
for experimental work. 
"The entire tour in the mountains 
along the Siberian Railway was in a 
·region infested with Hung Huitsi, 
or Chinese bandits. The Chinese 
War broke out very soon after I 
arrived and many thousands of sol-
diers were sent farther south, to-
ward Pekin. From Mukden to Pekin 
the railway was taken over so I 
could not return via Pekin. The only t) 
way was to go back the same way I 
came through Korea and Japan." 
• 
Figure 1. Number of clones or seed 
sources from the Hansen collection dis-
tributed within the United States, Ca-
nada, and other countries since 1950 . 
Hansen collection for use in breed-
ing. These are just part of the hardy 
grapes being used to develop hardy, 
high quality, early maturing grapes 
for the Great Plains. 
The Siberian ~pricot introduced 
by Dr. Hansen has been used by the 
South Dakota Agrkultural Experi-
ment Station for breeding with high 
quality commercial apricot clones. 
The second generation of apricot 
trees should fruit in 1973. 
New South Dakota Pear 
Most significant in current devel-
opments of the fruit breeding pro-
gram in South Dakota is a new early 
maturing pear clone. This will be 
released by the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station and made available to 
the public in 197 4. This. new pear is 
an early maturing high quality des-
sert fruit that appears to be relative-
ly well adapted· to South Dakota 
conditions. One of the parents, E31, 
was selected from plants preserved 
in the Hansen collection. 
• The Hansen collection has been 
• 
In 1897 the late Niels E. Hansen (right 
photo) made his first of several plant explora-
tion trips to Russia to collect materials which 
subsequently have been used throughout the 
world. 
In September, 75 years after Dr. Hansen's 
trip, two agricultural scientists from Russia vis-
ited tomato and . corn research installations at 
the SDSU Agricultural Experiment Station. 
Shown below touring the horticulture farm are 




and continues to be of considerable 
value. Uses of materials from the 
collection are diverse. The size of 
the collection has been reduced con-
siderably over the years. However, 
search and head of the all-union institute of 
plant industry in the Soviet Union, and.Gregory 
Shmaraev (center), chief of the institute's 
maize department. Accompanying the Russian 
visitors were Wesley Urdahl (left), assistant in 
the Horticulture-Forestry Department; Eldon E. 
Ortman (second from left), of the fedeifal 
Northern Grain Insect Research Laboratory 
north of Brookings; and Ronald Peterson (sec-
ond from right), head of the Horticulture-
Forestry Department . 
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Italy 
Japan Switzerland l 
Sweden Yugoslavia 8 
it is anticipated that the original 
Hansen collection of fruit materials 
will have an impact on horticulture 
in mid-America and over the world 
for many generations.o 







N Ew barley designs on plant 
breeder's drawing boards may help 
erase the undeserved stigma associ-
ated with using this dual-purpose 
crop as a livestock feed. 
After working for years on im-
proving barley for premium quality 
beer, new typ s may be in the offing 
for a premium quality steer, accord-
ing to barley breeders. Opportunity 
to improve barley feed quality was 
highlighted in 1968 when Swedish 
scientists found an entry in the 
USDA world collection of barleys 
that had higher lysine and methion-
ine content than standard barleys. 
"The barley specified to meet pro-
cessing methods of the malting and 
brewing industry is different than 
that needed by cattle and sheep 
with their complex digestive systems 
or qy horses, swine, and poultry 
with their simpler digestive sys-
tems( says Phil B. Price, USDA 
agronomist with the Agricultural 
Experiment Station at South Dakota 
State University. "Besides, until the 
Swedish discovery, useful genetic 
characteristics needed to upgrade 
barley feed quality were un-
known. This discovery accomplish-
ed two things: it removed the almost 
total emphasis on malting improve-
ment, and it triggered the search for 
other barleys which could contrib-
ute to other facets of feed quality 
improvement." 
Variability Factor 
According to Dr. Price, the fre-
quent failure of barley to meet ex-
acting malting quality standards 
has in turn eroded the interest of 





rations. It also is an indicator of bar-
ley's extreme variability. For in-
stance, he points out, you'd hardly 
call a crop dependable in quality . 
which has variabilities such as 
these: 
• Grain color range from bright t ) 
to dark and blighted, -
• From less than 40 to more than 
50 pounds ( test weight) per 
bushel, 
• From 30% to 90% plump kernels, 
• Protein content from 9% to 16%, 
• Crude fiber from . 2.5% to 8.5%, 
• Digestible energy from 62% to 
81%. 
However, the SDSU agrqnomist 
quickly adds that all of this variabil-: 
ity also provides a larger margin for 
improvement. · 
"During the past 15 years barley 
breeders have made ·considerable 
progress in reducing physical varia-
bility-and now we have genetic 
material which may give us an edge 
in producing a livestock feed with 
. improved biochemical characteris-
tics," says Dr. Price. "Barley, espe-
cially suited to regions of rather 
scanty rainfall and short growing 
seasons, is almost equal to corn as 
feed for b eef, dairy, hogs and sheep 
-and when you take cost factors 
into consideration, it may be better 
than com. Two important areas of 




in caloric energy content and a bet-
ter amino acid balance." 
Seek Improved Energy Level 
The most efficient way to improve 
energy level is by increasing the oil 
content. In corn seeds the oil is con-
centrated in the embryo. Corn 
breeders have been able to increase 
oil (lipid) content by selecting lines 
with an increased ratio of embryo 
weight to total seed weight. Oil in 
barley seeds is not as highly concen-
trated but at SDSU it was decided 
to use the technique anyhow. About 
8,000 entries in the USDA World 
Collection of Barleys were examin-
ed and 60 selected which had an in-
creased _ embryo:seed ratio. The 
highest lipid content in adapted 
midwestern varieties was 2.27% for 
Prilar, a new variety from Primus 
and Larker released a few months 
ago by the South Dakota Agricultur-
al Experiment Station. An entry in 
the World Collection was found to 
have a lipid content of3.85%. Breed-
ing and selection should permit the 
development of lines with higher 
lipid content. The short term goal 
is to develop selections with 3% lipid 
and the longer objective is 3.5%. The 
difference between barley and corn 
in caloric energy content will be re-
duced by at least 40%_ with a lipid 
increase to that level. 
"We realize now that ·amino acid 
balance is a more important con-
sideration than mere increase in 
protein content for improved nutri-
tional value," Dr. Price explains. 
"Barley is generally recognized as· 
having a fairly good amino acid 
balance, but three amino acids-
lysine, methionine, and tryptophan 
-are present in low concentration 
and may limit the growth rate 'of 
feeding livestock. The · Swedish 
discovery of a high protei_n-Zysine 
barley-named Hiproly from the de-
scription-is providing another part 
of the new feed-type barley re-
search. Lysine is one of the amino 
acids that make up the proteins of all 
plants and animals and it is the .firs~ 
limiting_ amino acid in cereal grams. 
Something Old, Something New 
Hiproly being used by the breed-
ers in building up the new livestock 
feed-type barleys is a 2-row type 
originally from Ethopia which went 
into the world collection in 1924. 
Although not adapted for commer-
cial production in the United States, 
Hiproly is already providing some 
of the desirable characteristics to 
improve barl~ys in this country. 
Hiproly and several other barleys 
discovered since will be useful in 
develop~ent of varieties with the 
most suitable protein content and 
amino acid balance for livestock 
growth. Crosses involving Hiproly 
were accomplished first and some 
idea of the potential for improve-
ment is known. Hiproly crossed with 
6-row Primus II has resulted in pro-
tein content of some resulting selec-
tions ranging from 11.6% to 16.0% and 
lysine as a percent of protein rang-
ing from 4.0% ot 4.43%. Lysine con-
tent in these selections ranged from 
114.5% to 125.8% above Primus II. 
ln crosses involving 2-row par-
ents selections have been obtained 
with lysine values at least 30% higher 
than the low lysine parent and a 
range of protein and lysine values 
similar to the selections from Pri-
mus II crosses. Research has also 
started on improving methionine 
and tryptophan levels. The -SDSU· 
barley breeder says it may be neces-
sary to develop barley varieties with 
increased levels of all three amino 
acids before a pronounced improve-
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ment in the biological value is real-
ized. 
Wide Ranging Research 
The work on barley improvement 
in South Dakota includes the devel-
opment of superior 6-row and 2-row 
spring barleys . and 6-row winter 
types along with high tonnage for-
age types. Improvement in feed 
quality in all these types could 
have an impact upon the manage-
ment practices of South Dakota 
farmers, Dr. Price points out. · 
Somewhat surprisingly, perhaps, 
is that one of the bench marks for 
measuring genetic improvement 
will be how effective the new bar-
leys meet the dietary requirements 
of chickens. He says that dietary re-
quirements of chickens are more 
stringent and are a reflection of the 
greater ability of cattle to digest and 
extract energy from crude fiber. In 
other words, if it's good for chickens 
it is almost bound to be a great im-
provement for cattle. 
"We cannot permit improvement 
in feed quality to be accompanied 
by increased problems in storage 
and handling," the USDA agrono-
mist warns. "Problems related to 
rancidity and fungal-induced deter-
ioration of stored grain will have to 
be solved if quality improvement is 
to be a useful accomplishrnent."D 
Livestock 
By 
R. 0. Gaarder, former associate professor, an<l 
William F. Payne, assistant profe~sor, 




A FTER finally getting to the point 
of selling his product, the livestock 
producer today is faced with yet 
another problem: .making sure that 
he gets paid when he markets his 
stock. 
Producers in greater numbers are 
acting as their own selling agents, 
and sending their livestock directly 
to feeder or slaughter buyers. But 
sometimes a meat packer, livestock 
d'ealer, or public market goes out of 
business due to financial troubles. 
When this happens it often means 
that a livestock producer selling to 
such a firm receives a financial 
shock. 
United States livestock producers 
are known to have lost at least $10 
million during a recent 5-year per-
iod as a result of selling to livestock 
buyers or meat packers going out of 
business with liabilities greater than 
assets. Losses from sales to meat 
packers were greatest, about $6~ 
million. Losses through sales to 
dealers were next as a source of loss. 
Net final losses through selling at 
auctions and terminals were smaller 
( see Table 1 ) . Because of activities 
of the Packers and Stockyards Ad-
ministration ( P&SA ) and state 
agencies in policing competition, 
the approximately $2-million-a-year 
loss is a fraction of 1% of U.S. Live-
A new South Dakota law, ef-
fective on July 1, 1972, helps 
insure livestock producers of 
getting full and prompt pay-
ment when they sell their ani-
mals. This article reviews ways 
to help insure payment for live-
stock, including the Federal 
Packers and Stockyards Act 
and the new South Dakota law. 
Action which a producer can 
take in case of potential loss is 
also considered. 
stock sales. However, when a loss 
does occur it can be a substantial 
part of an individual farmer's in-
come. 
Protective Measures 
· When the producer chooses to act Ii'\ 
· as his own selling agent he has sev- V 
eral ways to help protect himself. 
The prudent producer doesn't make 
the mistake of taking payment for 
granted when he sells his ~ivestock. 
The careful seller will: 
( 1) Investigate his_ buyer's finan-
cial record. 
( 2) Draw up a sales contract. 
( 3) Insist on prompt payment . . 
( 4 ) Be careful about accepting 
checks with a deferred pay-· 
ment date. 
( 5 ) Keep title to his stock until 
payment has been made. 
Table 1. United States livestock seller~' losses from buyers or market 
agencies going out of business-----recent 5-year period.* 
Final loss 
Method of selling Original loss Recovered to sellers 
Through market agencies ___ 1,100 
Direct to packers ____ __ ____________ 7,100 
To dealers ___________ __________________ 5,000 
TOTAL ________ __ ______ __ ______ 13,200 

















*Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture, Livestock Payment Guidelines for Producers, PA-923, 
November 1969. 
~Protected by bonds. 





Since the producer may spend 
only a few days each year in the sell-
ing process, he may require addi-
tional information about current 
problems and payment conditions. 
A P&SA leaflet on livestock payment 
guidelines for producers suggests 
some things producers can do to im-
prove their chances of receiving 
payment, and lists "danger signals" 
.often flashed by, buyers who are in 
financial trouble. 1 Also~ South Dako-
ta County Extension Agents can se-
cure a set of color slides explaining 
how producers can protect them-
selves financially when they are sell-
ing livestock. 2 In addition to the 
actions of individual producers, var-
ious federal and state laws help pro-
tect farmers from livestock payment 
loss. 
·Federal Payment Protection 
Livestock payment protection is 
an important activity of the Packers 
and Stockyards Administration of 
the U. S. D epartment of Agriculture. 
The Packers and Stockyards Act be-
came law in 1921, and has been 
amended over the years to keep 
pace with the changing markets and 
conditions in the livestock industry . 
The Act is designed to safeguard 
farmers and ranchers from unfair 
livestock marketing _practices, to 
assure adequate facilities and ser-
vices, accurate scales·, honest weigh-
ing practices, as · well as financial 
protection to assure payment. 
In South Dakota, the Packers and 
Stockyards Act is administered by 
the P&SA, in cooperation with the 
South Dakota Livestock Sanitary 
Board and the South Dakota Public 
Utilities Commission. Among other 
features , the Act requires livestock 
market agencies ( auctions and com-
mission firms ) and dealers: 
1. to pay consignors, according to 
accurate weights, by the close 
of the next business day, 
2. to be bonded, and 
3. to be financially solvent. 
Surety bonds are purchased by a 
market agency from an approved 
surety company, and make the com-
pany liable ( up to the limit of the 
bond ) for any check written by the 
market agency which it cannot pay. 
Firms selling on commission are 
required by the P&SA to have a 
bond equal to one average sale. For 
example, if a firm has $5,000,000 
worth of total yearly revenue from 
50 sales, then it is required to have 
a bond of $100,000. 
Registration Problem 
The larger-volume livestock deal- · 
ers and order buyers regularly op-
erating in South Dakota are bonded 
and registered with the P&SA. 
There is a continuing problem, how-
ever, of seeing that everyone who 
should be registered is registered. 
For example, the borderline be-
tween a dealer and a farmer is often 
not clearcut. Also, some dealers op-
erate both within and out of state. 
Some dealers are also periodically 
in and out of business. 
Bond requirements for livestock 
dealers and order buyers are equal 
to two average days volume, with 
a minimum bond of $5,000. The 
P&SA formula is based upon 260 
business days per year, and the 
$5,000 bond would cover $650,000 
worth of yearly business. 3 
The amount of bonding required 
by P&SA is not always adequate, 
and a higher bonding requirement 
would provide producers with 
greater protection. For example, one 
of the seven danger signals contain-
ed in the P&SA "Guidelines for Pro-
ducers" mentioned previously is for 
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a buyer to suddenly increase his 
volume-"buying everything in 
sight." Since the amount of bond re-
quired of a dealer is determined by 
his volume history, it is possible for 
his business to grow to the point 
where he has more checks out than 
his bond will cover. However, surety 
bonds are expensive, and most 
bonding companies require liquid 
assets of three to five times the size 
of the bond. Thus, higher bonding 
requirements might force many 
smaller market agencies out of bus-
iness, and reduce competitio11. 
While meat packers in South Da-
kota are not required to be bonded, 
the P&SA does require that they 
pay producers promptly and be fi-
nancially solvent. 
Actions to Take 
A South Dakota producer should 
immediately contact the South Da-
kota Livestock Sanitary Board at 
1U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Livestock 
Payment Guidelines for Producers," PA-923 , 
Packers a nd Stockyards Administration, 208 
Po t Office Building, South St. Paul, Minn. 
2U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Financial 
Protection," color slide set and film strip C-167 
(Washington: Packers and Stockyards Admin-
istration, April 1970). 
3Volume per yea r 





$650,000 = X = yea rl y volume 
Pierre or the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture's area P&SA office m 
South St. Paul, Minnesota if: 
1. an insufficient funds check is 
received, 
2. if payment is delayed beyond 
the time period agreed upon, or 
3. if the livestock or terms of trade 
have been misrepresented. 
If the problem is not resolved, 
anyone who believes that an action 
of a packer, dealer, market operator 
or commission agent subject to the 
Act has caused him loss or damage 
may petition the U. S. Secretary of 
Agriculture for reparation ( dam-
ages ) . Investigation and action 
should begin promptly because the 
petition must be filed within 90 days 
after the transaction complained of 
has taken place. After investigation·, 
P&SA may docket the complaint, 
and arrange for a hearing. If the 
complaint is upheld, reparation will 
be granted. Reparation awards, if 
not paid, can be a basis for suit in 
a U. S. District Court. 
State Payment Protection 
The P&SA requires that all auc-
tion agencies be bonded. The State 
of South Dakota also requires that 
the minimum· bond be $20,000. In 
addition, the State requires bonding 
of all livestock dealers not previous-
ly bonded by the P&SA. 
A South D akota law requiring 
licensing and bonding of swine 
dealers has been in effect since July 
1, 1965. Section 6 of the South Da-
kota Swine D ealers Act states: 
"It shall be unlawful for any 
swine dealer to operate and en-
gage in the dealing of swine 
without first filing with the 
South Dakota State Sanitary 
Board a corporate surety bond 
conditioned for the faithful 
performance by said livestock 
agency of all duties and obliga-
tions imposed on it by law, in-
cluding the payment of all sums 
due any person for swine which 
have been sold to him.4 
Exemption from the Act includes 
licensed Livestock Auction Agen-
cies, federally approved Public Mar-
kets, and any per~on who sells only 
swine which he has produced and 
raised in South Dakota. 
Until recently South Dakota law 
did not require bonding of other 
livestock dealers. But since July 1, 
1972, livestock dealers handling cat-
tle, sheep, horses, mules, and goats 
have been required to obtain a li-
cense and maintain a bond in the 
form and amount to be determined 
by the Livestock Sanitary Board.:; 
Auction agencies, farmers, ranchers 
and livestock feeders are exempt 
from the 1972 law. The Board has 
established bonding requirements 
identical to the P&SA livestock deal-
ers bond discussed earlier. 
Neither South . Dakota nor the 
P&SA require bonding of meat pack-
ers. One reason packers are not 
bonded by the Packers and Stock-
yards Act is that when the Act was 
passed in 1921 most livestock was 
purchased at terminal stockyards_. 
The- bonding of market agencies at 
the terminals was considered ade-
quate protection for producers. 
Bonding in Other States 
A brief review of bonding re-
quirements in surrounding states 
may help put South Dakota's re-
quirements in perspective. Iowa 
adopted a packer bonding law effec-
tive July 1, 1972, which put packers 
under a bond similar to the P&SA 
bond. D ealers and auctions are also 
required to post the P&SA bond. 
Nebraska has a livestock bonding 
law which became effective March 
l, 1972. This law requires all dealers 
to have a P&SA bond, or a separate 
bond with a $5,000 minimum size. 
Auctions must post the P&SA bond, 
plus a $1,000 bond to insure the 
payment of health inspection fees. 
Packers are required to prove finan-
cial stability prior to operation in 
Nebraska. . . 
Livestock dealers in Wyoming are 
required to meet the P&SA bond, 
but the state currently does not have 
a separate bonding law. Auctions 
are required to meet the P&SA bond, 
or carry a minimum $25,000 bond. 
In Montana, livestock dealers and 
auctions are required to meet the 
P&SA bond. However, Montana re-
quires a minimum bond of $10,000 
for auction agencies. A State law 
passed July 1, 1971 requires that 
packers meet the bonding require-
ments established for dealers. 
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Dealers operating in North Da-
kota are required to post a P&SA 
bond with a minimum size of 
$20,000. In addition, each buyer em-
ployed by a dealer must carry a 
$10,000 bond. Auctions are also re-
quired to carry the P&SA bond, with 
a minimum size of $10,000. Packers 
are licensed by North D akota and 
each packer buyer is covered by a 
$10,000 bond. 
Auction agencies and dealers in 
Minnesota must also post the P&SA 
bond, with auctions being required 
to carry a minimum sized bond of 
,$20,000. Packers are not required to 
be bonded if. their net worth is one 
million dollars or more. However, 
Minnesota requires smaller packers 
to post a bond. 
Bonding Results Unknown 
Exact data· are not available on 
farmer loss reduction as a result of 
the stronger packer and . dealer 
bonding laws · some states have 
adopted. However, as shown in the 
table, the smallest loss-and the 
highest recovery rate - occurred 
from sales through market agencies. · 
The largest loss and the smallest re-
covery rate resulted from direct ~ 
sales to packers. Considering both ~ 
federal and state laws, and taking 
the nation as a whole, marketing 
agencies ( auction and terminal mar-
ket commission agencies) are the 
most thoroughly covered by bond. 
Packers are subject to the least 
bonding requirements with dealers 
in between. 
Use of bonded and financially 
sound commission firms or auctions 
can help protect a seller against the 
consequences of dealing with final 
buyers whose solvency is not known. 
As indicated in the table, for the 
$1.1 million initial loss from non-
payment by commission firms and 
auction market operators, 64% was 
eventually recovered, with produc-
ers losing $400,000. The recovery 
· rate was about 32% on the $5 million 
initial loss from dealers, but only 8% 
of the $7 .1 million initial loss was re-
covered from insolvent meat pack-
ers . O 
4South Dal(ota Compiled Laws 1967 (In<lian-
apoli,s: Th e All en Smith Company, 1969 ) , 40-
16-6. 
;,Ibid., 40- I5A-5 . 
Factors far from static ... 
• Rate of Change of Gross Crop Income By Melvin D. Rumbaugh, professor, 
Plant Science Department, 
Agricultural Experiment Station, 
South Dakota State University. 
I NCOME derived'f~om crop and live-
stock production is the fundamental 
basis of livelihood of South Dakota 
farm families. 
Neither gross nor net income is 
the same for all crops or for all 
farms. Both are subject to a wide 
array of. factors which alter the sta-
tus of a given crop species relative 
to others. Weather, technology, 
policies of government agencies, as 
well as local, national, and world 
production of that crop and compet-
itive crops all determine gross in-
come since all alter either crop yield 
or crop value. Because the factors 
affecting gross income per acre are 
not static, gross income itself is not 
constant for a given crop. The di-
rection and rate of change of gross 
• 
income is therefore of interest to all 
who are in any way concerned with 
crop production. 
• 
A view of what happens over a 
period of years regar~ing factors 
which go into agricultural produc-
tion and income may be obtained by 
combining crop yield, value per 
acre, and statistical methods. Value 
per harvested acre for 1956 through 
1970 ( from the South Dakota Crop 
and Livestock Reporting Service) is 
for nine crop categories: alfalfa, all 
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oats, rye, soybeans, and all wheat. 
Inflation has changed the relative 
worth of a dollar over time; there-
for~ all per acre values were adjust-
ed to a "qmstant dollar" on the basis 
of information from the U. S. D e-
partment of Commerce. As an ex-
ample, one dollar in 1957 was equal 
in purchasing power to 97 cents in 
1956. That trend has continued un-
til a 1970 dollar was equivalent to 
only 82 cents in the base year. 
Showing Rate of Change 
These adjusted values per har-
vested acre were plotted against 
years for each of the nine crops. 
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Figure 1. Regression of adjusted gross 
income per acre on years for all baled 
hay during the period 1956-1970. 
Use of a statistical technique called 
"simple linear regression" provided 
data so that a line for each crop 
could be drawn on a chart. Slope of 
the line indicated average rate of 
change in adjusted dollar gross in-
come per acre per year. An example 
of this for hay ( Figure 1 ) shows 
points for each of the 15 years which 
are used to chart the line. Slope of 
the line, b, tells us the average rate 
of change in the value of all hay for 
that period of time. Since b is equal 
to .59 this means that hay value per 
acre has averaged a gain of 59 cents 
per year. The rather close distribu-
tion of the individual points about 
the line indicates a quite uniform 
progression of gain throughout the 
period studied. 
The same procedure was follow-
ed for each crop. Rates of change 




'Figure 2. Average rate of change in 
gross income per year for nine crop cate-
gories, 1956-1970. · 
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that corn for grain and soybeans 
registered greatest gains with corn 
reaching a maximum of $1.41 per 
acre per year. Barley and rye show-
ed somewhat lesser rates of change. 
Alfalfa, flax all hay, and oats were 
grouped quite close together with 
changes ranging from gains of 61 to 
53 cents per acre per year. Rather 
surprisingly, wheat was the only 
crop showing a loss or negative rate 
of change. This amounted to an av-
erage decrease in gross income of 13 
cents per acre per year after price 
was corrected for inflation. 
Another statistical technique 
termed "multiple regression" is es-
pecially useful for problems involv-
ing more than two variables. Again , 
assuming a linear relationship, we 
may obtain standardized partial 
regression coefficients ( b') which 
tell us the average rate _of change in 
one thing while all other influences 
are held constant. Since gross ad-
justed value per harvested acre is 
dependent on two variables ( units 
of yield per acre and price per unit 
of yield) we may use the relative 
magnitudes of the b' coefficients to 
determine which of these is more 
important in value per acre. 
· Per Acre Yi.eld Important 
Table 1 shows these ratios for the 
nine crops. They vary from a high 
ratio of 3.31 for oats to a low of 1.05 
for the two categories of hay. In all 
cases yield per acre was more impor-
tant than price received per unit of 
yield in establishing gross adjusted 
income per acre. Wheat differs from 
the other small grains and from the 
This sign describes some of the Agri-
cultural Experiment Station research at 
the West Prairie Coteau Crops and Soils 
Research Station near Garden City. 
Where you. put it is an important factor 
in benefiting tlie most from nitrogen fer-
tilizer applications on spring wheat, the 
research indicates. All things considered, 
plow-down depth seems to be the best. 
And, with proper placement, a 60-
pound-an-acre nitrogen rate makes bet-
ter use of available moisture than double 
that amount. 
Aside from an on-site description of 
these research plots, this sign is an ex-
ample of some "recycling." Look closer 
and you'll see that the sign is made from 
a headboard of a bed, salvaged from an 
old student housing complex. 
Table 1. Relative importance of yield per 
acre to price per unit of yield in deter-
mining adjusted gross income per acre 
Crop 
from nine crops. 
Relative Importance 
Yield/Price 
Corn -----·-------------------- -------- 2.77 
Wheat ------------·------------------- 1.41 
Barley ______ ·---------- ____________ 2.91 
Oats ---------------· __________________ 3.31 
Rye ----·---------·-- -·---------------- 2.99 
Soybeans __ _______ _ _ ____ __ __ 2.27 
Flax ____ ____ _____ -----·-·---- -- ____ 2.51 
All hay _____ _____________________ _ 1.05 
Alfalfa hay _____________ ____________ 1.05 
row crops in that' the ratio is com-
paratively low, 1.41. An examina-
tion of the various factors affecting 
the ratio led to the conclusion that 
the ca use was decreased price per 
unit of yield in the last 4 years of 
the 15 years considered. This most 
prob.ably was due to the increased 
world production of wheat with less 
United States wheat exported and 
therefore lower market prices. 
Table 2 lists the yield per acre, 
adjusted price per bushel, and value 
per acre of all wheat in South Dako-
ta during the 1956-1970 period. It is 
apparent that while the trend of 
yield has been upward, the trend of 
price per bushel has been slightly 
downward. Again, using simple re-
gressions we find that yield increas-
ed one-half bushel per acre per year 
while price declined 6 cents per 
bushel per year on the average. 
Wheat Shows Less Gain 
The extrapolation of information 
of the sort considered here may lead 
to erroneous conclusions about fu-
ture performance of these crops. 
However, if the past 15 years exper-
ience has any bearing on _coming 
crop seasons, wheat will continue to 
show less rate of gain in value per 
acre than other crops commonly 
produced in South Dakota. This 
trend might be reversed by relativo-
ly large gains in management tech-
nology, varieties, or weather which 
would permit large increases in 
yield per acre or by policies and 
market conditions leading to higher 
prices per bushel of wheat. The rel-
_ative status of hay crops will remain 
almost constant, while row crops 
and small grain crops other than 
wheat will show a progressive in-
crease in gross return per acre.o 
Table 2. Yield o_f all wheat per harvested 
acre in South Dakota, adjusted price per 
bushel and adjusted value per acre, 
19.56-1970. 
Bushels Price Value 
Year per acre per bushel per acre 
1956 ---- 9.7 $2.01 $19.50 
1957 --·. 20.2 1.92 38.88 
1958 --·- 23.9 1.72 41.21 
1959 ---- 9.2 1.75 16.27 
. 1960 ---- 27.0 1.71 33.36 
1961 ---- 14.4 1.94 28.09 
1962 ---· 17.3 2.01 34.57 
1963 ---· 14.6 1.84 26.93 
1964 ---- 17.6 1.37 23.92 
1965 ---- 17.7 1.36 24.07 
1966 ---· 18.3 1.52 27.75 
1967 ---· 28.0 1.27 35.55 
1968 ·--- 27.2 1.16 31.53 
1969 ·--· 21.9 1.16 25.34 
1970 -- . 21.7 l.24 .26.90 · 
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Principles of similitude ... 
Miniaturizing the Livestock Barn 
By 
Mylo A. Hellickson, assistant professor , an<l 
Ivar R. Dybwad, former graduate research 
assistant, Agricultural Engineering Department, 
Agricultural Experiment Station . 
PROPER design of the ventilation 
system is one of the most important 
factors in construction of satisfact-
ory livestock confinement buildings. 
Environmental conditions such as 
temperature, relative humidity, and 
odor level are influenced in large 
part by the performance of the ven-
tilation system. Several methods of 
ventilating open front confinement 
beef buildings are used, but infor-
mation is limited on how well these 
systems perform under various cli-
matic conditions. 
South Dakota State University ag-
ricultural engineers seeking data on 
ventilation for design of livestock 
buildings faced two major obstacles: 
cost and available space. A build-
ing to house up to 200 head of beef 
cattle would cost in the neighbor-
hood of $10,500-and that does not 
consider alterations which would 
be dictated by . changing research 
procedures and instrumentation for 
measurements. Additionally, there · 
just wasri't enough available space 
on campus for a building that would 
take up some 7,000 square feet for 
livestock housing research. 
However, there's an approach 
that can be used. It involves the 
"principles of similitude." In this, 
conditions are considered under 
which the behavior of two systems 
will be similar-that is, the results 
on one system may be accurately 
predicted from observations on the 
other system. Thus armed, the agri-
cultural engineers constructed a 
one-twentieth size scale model of a 
beef confinement building ( at a 
cost of less than $100 ) to observe 
ventilation characteristics for four 
types of commonly used ridge vents. 
The idea is akin to the use of wind 
tunnels for studies in aircraft design. 
Evaluations and measurements, 
necessary for the engineers to work 
out prediction equations for a full 
size building, are based on research 
with the model building. 
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Whenever you consider farm building 
construction you know it's going to be 
rather expensive. The same problem 
confronted Agricultural Experiment 
Station agricultural engineers as they 
sought information on ventilation de-
sign for open front beef confinement 
buildings. 
The accompanying article tells how 
the ag engineers solved the expense prob-
lem and touches on some of their find-
ings relating to design. You may e;en 
be using some of the design information 
they obtained when you decide on a 
future building. 
Mylo A. Hellickson, a transplanted 
North Dakotan, is an assistant professor 
of agricultural engineering in the Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. Ivar R. 
Dybwad was a graduate research assis-
tant under Dr. Hellickson. Dybwad, of 
Norway, is now working as a researcher 
in farm buildings in his native country. 
He came to SDSU to further his educa-
tion as many conditions were similar to 
those of Norway. Previous research in-
formation had been exchanged between 
Dybwad's school and SDSU. Addition-
ally, professional staff of the Farm Build-
ings Institute of Norway and of the 
Agricultural Engineering Department 
at SDSU were well acquainted. 
Model Scaled for 200 Head 
The scale model was constructed 
to represent a 200-head beef finish-
ing building. Heat production of 
the cattle was simulated by using 
electric resistance heaters. Simula-
tion of the animals' moisture pro-
duction was done by evaporating 
water, from sand placed on the heat-
ing elements just above the floor. 
Temperatures and relative hum-
idity were monitored inside and out-
side the building for wind velocities 
ranging form zero to 14 miles per 
hour. Wind was always directed 
perpendicularly against the long 
dosed side of the building. This rep-
resents cold weather operations. 
Open front pole type livestock 
buildings are designed to be open to 
the south to provide maximum solar 
Ivar R. Dybwad, SDSU graduate stu-
dent from Norway, checks fit of one 
· type of ridge vent during construction of 
a one-twentieth scale model of an open 
front livestock building. The model, 
used in agricultural engineering re- · 
search, was built at a cost of less than 
$100. 
Dybwad checks some of the instru-
mentation used to obtain data on the 
completed scale model (at right). 
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heating and to reduce the effects of 
northerly winds prevalent in east-
ern South Dakota during the winter. 
Studies using the model building 
set up in the Agricultural Engineer-
ing D epartment shops revealed that 
wind velocity and type of ridge 
vent had a significant effect on air 
flow through the ridge vents. Great-
est air flow generally was through 
the open ridge vent and least 
through the covered ridge vent. 
Temperature difference ( inside 
temperature minus outside temper-
ature) was also found to be greatest 
using the open ridge vent. Air flow 
through all of the ridge vents in-
creased and temperature difference 
decreased as wind speed increase_d. 
Smoke Reveals Air Flow 
Observations using smoke candles 
( to follow air flow) revealed the 
pattern of ventilation air_ flow. The 
air entered · the model building 
through the inlet at the eaves, fol-
lowed along the underside of the 
roof and then passed through the 
ridge vent. Thus the ventilation flow 
· passed through without mixing and 
· cooling a large portion of the air in 
the building. Therefore, winter en-
vironmental conditions for the live-
stock were improved, since inside 
temperatures were higher and air 
movement around the animals was 
reduced. · 
At this point, following analyses 
of data, the engineers evolved pre-
diction equations for open, baffled, 
overlapped, and covered ridge 
vents. The equations took into con-
sideration factors of air velocity 
through the-ridge vent, outside wind 
velocity, air viscosity, air density, 
and length of ridge vent. 
Statistical analysis using a com-
puter showed that these equationS' 
could predict from 78% to nearly 99% 
of the variation in ventilation air 
How, depending on type of ridge 
vent. Lowest prediction percentage 
was for the baffled type, highest 
prediction percentage was for the 
overlapped type. 
Study Provides Basics 
These prediction equations are 
valid for ventilation air flow in the 
model. But, it isn't as simple as mere-
ly multiplying the figures for the 
scale model by 20 to arrive at results 
for a full sized building. The equa-
tions, however, do provide the 
• 
basics- -sort of guidelines-that re-
searchers can use for additional 
investigations to develop air flow re-
• 
lationships between the model and 
a full scale building. 
Further research is on ventilation 
and environmental conditions dur-
ing other · seas~ms of the year and 
with models of different sizes. Re-
public Steel Corporation, Cleve-
land, Ohio, is interested in this type 
of research and has donated mater-
ials for construction of two one-sixth 
size scale models. One will be con-
structed of galvanized sheet metal 
and the other of galvanized sheet 
metal painted white. These new 
models will make it possible to com-
pare environmental conditions and 
ventilation characteristics in build-
ings constructed of different types 
of material and to develop addition-






Common ridge vents used in the 
. model study. · · 
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This is the "north" or enclosed side 
of the model building. Instruments 
shown here measure air flow velocity, 
temperature and relative humidity. 
The "south" or open side shows some 
of the instrumentation and detail of the 
200-head scale model building._ 
Corn Blight Still Here 
SOUTH Dakota growers are urged 
by a South Dakota State University 
plant pathologist not to take the 
unnecessary risk of planting corn 
susceptible to Southern Corn Leaf 
Blight. 
'The disease is still in South Da-
kota-in fact, surveys show it at a 
level higher than ever before," says 
C. M. Nagel, professor of plant sci-
ence. He also reports a new corn 
disease found near Lake Andes and 
in Brookings County. 
In urging growers to plant N-type 
seed ( normal type), which is resis-
tant to the blight, Dr. Na gel points 
out it is about the only way in which 
yield losses can be prevented when 
the disease strikes . . He estimated 
that about 30% of the corn planted 
in South Dakota this year was the 
T-type, or Texas male sterile type, 
which is highly susceptible to 
SCLB. "N-type seed is being used. 
· by about 98% of the growers in other 
corn producing states," he added. 
"This has drastically reduced the 
amount of disease and yield losses 
.from blight which USDA estimated 
caused a 700-million bushel yield 
loss in 1970 in major Corn Belt 
states. 
Early SCLB Research 
Dr. Nagel, who has conducted 
some of the nation's earliest research 
on over-wintering of SCLB at the 
Agricultural Experiment Station, 
said that the fungus has lived over 
winter for 2 years in dried or rotted 
blight infected corn leaves under 
outdoor experiments simulating 
plowed corn field conditions. Since 
Seeh·-Any Sick Deer? 
Farmers and hunters are being 
asked to report instances of sick deer 
to assist in a study to determine 
what infectious and non-infectious 
disease problems are prevalent in 
these South Dakota game animals. 
The Animal Disease Research 
and Diagnostic Laboratory at South 
Dakota State _University and ·the 
South Dakota D epartment of Game 
Fish & Parks are cooperating in the 
deer disease research. Specimens of 
the blight organism remained alive 
in absence of living corn for 2 years 
in temperatures as much as 38 de-
grees below zero, it suggests that 
the fungus can survive in the soil 
more or less indefinitely and there-
by remain as a constant threat when 
T-type corn is planted and rainfall 
and temperatures are favorable for 
rapid growth or spread of the blight 
fungus. Previously most patholo-
gists in Corn Belt states believed 
the fungus could not survive winters 
in northwestern · areas. 
A mid-August survey in south eas-
tern South Dakota by Dr. Na gel re-
vealed that corn blight infection 
level was several times higher than 
for any other period since it first ap-
- pe.ared in the state in 1969. This 
was especially true in fields planted 
to .T-type corn, he said. He reports 
that in some fields leaf infection be-
low the ear level was causing some 
of the lower leaves to brown and 
dry. The fungus which develops on 
the diseased leaves will also cause 
ear infection which appears on 
husks as dark brownish circular 
spots up to an inch and a half in di-
ameter, he explains. "The husk or 
car phase of the disease rapidly pen-
etrates the husks and may infect and 
rot the kernels. 
"The blight resistance in N-type 
seed prevents the fungus from caus-
ing the leaf killing damage the T-
type or susceptible type permits: 
SCLB infection spots on N-type 
corn are similar in color to those on 
T-type, but the spots remain very 
much smaller. Most important, 
however, the destructive toxin is not 
sick deer and reports from · individ-
uals throughout the state will assist 
in this research which may later 
lead to methods for control, accord-
ing to Dr. David Reed, associate . 
professor of Veterinary Science at 
SDSU. 
"Previous work has established 
that the virus infection of epizootic 
hemorrhagic disease ( EHD) is 
present in South Dakota deer," he 
points out. "Since this work con-
cerned only EHD, little information 
is available regarding death losses 
from diseases other than EHD. Be-
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produced by the fungus on resistant 
as compared to the susceptible hy-
brids. The toxin factor is the cause 
of the severe damage to susceptible 
hybrids." 
New Disease Found 
A new diesase-bacterial stalk rot 
-has been found primarily in irri-
gated corn fields in the Lake Andes 
area although it was also found in 
Brookings County in 1972 for the 
first time, according to the Agricul-
tural Experiment Station plant sci-
entist. Also in 1972 it was discovered 
in a field which had not been irri-
gated. 
The disease is caused by a bacter-
ium rather than a fungus or para-
sitic mold, which causes most com 
diseases. Symptoms of this new bac-
terial stalk rot start out usually 
when the plants are about 3 feet 
high. The bacterium gets into the 
top whorl of newly expanding 
leaves and kills the top thr.ee or four 
leaves by rotting them off at their 
base. The leaves turn brown and 
flop over, hanging down beside the 
corn plant. The bottom half of the 
plant remains green, but no tassel or 
·ear develops. The loss from this dis-
. ease during the past few years has 
been light and limited in the num-
ber of fields where found, Dr. Nagel 
reports. 
He says this bacterial disease 
should not at this stage be confused 
with the Goss'-wilt disease of corn 
reported by pathologists from Ne- · 
braska and western .Iowa. The symp-
toms appear to be quite different. 
However, he says both diseases are 
caused by bacteria. In central and 
western Nebraska the Goss'-wilt 
disease has -been wide-spread and 
damaging to the crnp, he reports.o 
, cause of this , it has been impossible 
to establish if EHD was the major 
problem or only a minor problem in 
South Dakota deer herds." 
Reports of deer disease problems 
should be made to the nearest 
Game, Fish & Parks conservation 
officer or the Diagnostic Laboratory 
in Brookings, Dr. Reed says. 
In the event of large outbreaks of 
deer disease in a particular area, it 
may be possible for personnel from . 
the Diagnostic Laboratory to per-
sonally collect tissues and informa-
tion in the field , he says.o 
Pheasant meat ... 
Wild e or 
Farm-grown 
• 
S TRICTLY from an eating stand-
point-the sport of hunting aside-
which would you think tastes the 
best, cooked ' meat from a wild 
pheasant or from · a farm-raised 
pheasant? 
Chances are you'd probably have 
difficulty in spotting any difference. 
That's the conclusion of a South 
Datkota State University co-ed who 
best, cooked meat from a wild 
pheasant as a research project in ex-
perimental foods·\ class under the 
direction of Rena F. Wills, associate 
professor in the Nutrition-Food Sci-
ence D epartment at SDSU. 
Melita Engelmann Wilber, form-
erly of Ree· H eights and a 1971 grad-
uate in nutrition and food science 
in the SDSU College of Home 





D oN'T expect that a soil sample, 
divided into four equal parts and 
sent to four different soil testing 
laboratories will result in identical 
fertilizer rate recommendations. 
It seldom turns out that way, ac-
cording to a South Dakota -State 
University plant scientist in describ-
ing new soil testing research at the 
Southeast South Dakota Experiment 
Farm. 
Paul L. Carson, professor of plant 
science at SDSU, says the differing 
soil test results and recommenda-
tions are not necessarily bad al-
though in a trial last year researchers 
were somewhat surprised that they 
varied as much as they did. 
Last year Agricultural Experi-, 
• 
ment Station researchers took a soil 
sample, split it four ways and sent 
the four resulting samples to differ-
pheasant farms may make the birds 
more plentiful in a situation in 
which she says game management 
has been necessary to prevent ex-
tinction of the wild birds. 
Both wild and farm-raised pheas-
ants were prepared and roasted un-
der identical methods. Mrs . Wilber 
reports that a taste panel had a slight 
preference for meat of farm-grown 
ent soil testing laboratories, includ:. 
ing those of ~ommercial firms and 
the one at SDSU. The recommenda-
tions the researchers got back from 
the four laboratories were used as 
the basis for corn fertilizer rates 
applied to experiment plots this 
year. 
Recommendations Va ry 
Per acre recommendations from 
the four laboratories varied from 95 
pounds to 170 pounds of nitrogen , 
from 35 pounds to 80 pounds for 
phosphorous, two of them did not 
recommend any potassium while 
the other two suggested use of 30 
pounds. For minor plant food ele-
ments, two labs recommended zinc, 
only one copper. 
The fertilizer cost factor, accord-
ing to Carson, ranged from $9.75 an 
acre to a more-than-double high of 
$21.10. "Fertilizer costs, in general, 
should be considered as a producer 
would consider a good bull-'he 
doesn't cost, he pays,'" the SDSU 
plant scientist notes . "However, fer-
tilizer pays only when the added 
material supplies a need foi: the 
growing crop. This is why soil tests 
must be calibrated with fi eld exp eri-
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birds because it was a little more 
tender and juicy. A slight flavor 
preference for wild pheasant meat 
was noted. Panel members who 
were offered the cooked meat in 
such a way that they could not see 
the samples indicated a slight pref-
erence for meat from farm-grown 
birds. But when th y saw the sam-
ples their preference was for the 
somewhat darker meat of wild 
pheasant. They were able to identify 
wild pheasant 81% of the time. 
Virtually no differences were 
found in thigh meat in cooking 
losses, cooking time in minutes p er 
pound, or tenderness and juiciness 
as measured by objective tests. Dif-
ferences did occur in breast meat: 
the breast of the wild bird had a 
greater percentage edible portion, 
was slightly . less tender and juicy. 
Mrs. Wilbur is now taking her 
dietetic internship at University 
Hospitals in Minneapolis. 
This work was done under proj-
ect S-479 of the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station.O 
ments using the particular element 
in which the grower is interested." 
Carson says differences from var-
ious laboratmies are due to different 
philosophies used in making recom-
mendations, differences in data used 
to calibrate the tests with field re-
sponses, and different methods of 
testing soils. 
Fit South Dakota Needs 
"What we are after at the SDSU 
Agricultural Experiment Station is 
to establish a set of recommenda-
tions based on our calibrations that 
fit the needs of most South Dakota 
growers, although we realize that 
we'll not be able to satisfy every 
condition," Carson explains. "We 
feel that our soil tests and yield cal-
ibrations better fill the needs of 
South Dakota agriculture than those 
of other laboratories b ecause of the 
larger amoun t of research data to 
back them up." 
Full yield results will be available 
later for this first year. 
The 5-year experiment will also 
determine if any of the recommen-
dations will cause an accumulation 
of plant food elements and if this 
accumulation could be considered 
a pollution hazard.O 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
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